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View From The Top

3D printing, or additive manufacturing, has been big news since back in the 2000s,
as the technologies to enable cost-effective, commercial 3D printing became more advanced. Today, 3D printing is proving
its worth time and time again; in the space sector, 3D printing is proving effective in the manufacturing of critical components
of satellites and launch vehicles. Blue Origin is using 3D printing techniques for the production of its BE-4 rocket engine,
while Made in Space (MIS) has installed a 3D printer on the International Space Station.

There are a lot of people from a variety of sectors with a great interest in 3D printing, and it’s not hard to see why. The
ability to print anything at all from the comfort of your home 3D printer would be remarkably convenient, and exciting for
technology-enthusiasts the world over. In the manufacturing world, meanwhile, 3D printing could enable fantastic new products
to hit the shelves in record time and enable start-up business ventures to get off the ground faster than ever.

Today, 3-D printing generates parts used in ships, planes, vehicles and spacecraft, but it also requires a lot of babysitting.
According to Lockheed Martin, high-value and intricate parts sometimes require constant monitoring by expert specialists to
get them right. Furthermore, if any one section of a part is below par, it can render the whole part unusable. That’s why
Lockheed and the Office of Naval Research are exploring how to apply artificial intelligence to train robots to independently
oversee—and optimize—3D printing of complex parts.

But not all 3D developments are positive. In recent years 3D printed gun blueprints have been posted online creating
quite a stir. Not only is this irresponsible but also a threat to national security.

So, as you can clearly see, 3D printing is set to be a tricky area going forwards when it comes to public safety and
regulation. It will prove interesting to see how the market develops, and where the lines between safety and advancing
technologies, will be drawn.

Editor - Amy Saunders

Photo courtesy of Lockheed Martin

3D printing: Technological marvel or
danger to society?
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News Review & Analysis

ESA selects SATConsult to design innovative system
revolutionizing the scheduling of secure satcom
resources
SATConsult, a leading satellite engineering consultancy
and member of Euroconsult Group, has been selected
by ESA to lead a consortium, composed of RHEA Group,
Airbus and Space Hellas, to help develop a secure,
independent, and centralized digital platform for Pooling
& Sharing (P&S) satellite communication resources.

ESA has identified an increasing demand for secure
satellite communications worldwide and a need for
reliable and secured communications to support a variety
of domains such as crisis management, maritime safety,
border control and other security domains. Satellite
capacity is an important resource in establishing secure
communications links, especially where terrestrial
infrastructure is compromised - such as is the case with
natural disasters.

However, despite availability, it is currently a difficult
and lengthy process to identify and allocate those
resources to set up communications links for missions
where time can be a critical factor.

To address this problem, ESA has initiated an
innovative study to provide a preliminary design of a
service portal that would seamlessly allow end user
demands (that might have different security needs and
different operational regions) to be matched, in near real-
time, to the available offers.

In this study, SATConsult has been selected to
consolidate requirements, to develop the preliminary
design of such a Pooling & Sharing solution that could
be implementable after 2020, and to identify the
technological challenges which could arise over the long-
term evolution of this system.

The design of the digital platform will be complex and
necessitates a profound understanding of the constraints
related to satellite payload, available frequency resources
and restrictions concerning certified terminals. Interfaces
will need to be set up with satellite operators in order to
give near real-time updates on resource availability. The
interface will need to check available interlinking
resources and schedule in a short turnaround time.
Finally, bandwidth lease and more elaborate managed
service agreements and terms and conditions compatible
with all satellite operators will need to be put into place.

The design of this digital platform will revolutionize
the scheduling of satcom resources. It will prepare the
ground for future satcom technological transitions that
require satellite resources to be assigned in a real-time
manner to support a wide variety of applications / links.
It could for example be used as a blueprint for hubs
allowing satellites to carry 5G networks.

"We are honoured to have been selected by ESA for
such an important mission. SATConsult and its parent
company, Euroconsult, both have extensive experience
in conducting consultation processes in Europe and
internationally with government end users of satellite
solutions. For this mission, we have established a
consortium based on independence, expertise and
complementarity of experience to provide a sound and
unbiased analysis of the subject to ESA," stated David
Chégnion, Managing Director of SATConsult.

Satcom Direct charts new course for business
aviation connectivity with Intelsat’s new FlexExec
service
Intelsat has announced that Satcom Direct (SD), a
premier business aviation connectivity provider, will be
the first solution partner and master distributor to market
FlexExec to the business aviation sector.

By adding, FlexExec to its new SD Xperience
portfolio, SD will be able to deliver high-performance,
in-flight broadband connectivity to business jets globally.
SD will have immediate access to Intelsat’s global,
flexible and proven Ku-band satellite fleet, including the
Intelsat EpicNG high-throughput satellite (HTS) platform.
Unlike other services, FlexExec is uniquely designed to
support business aviation, meaning capacity is not
shared amongst commercial aviation or consumer
broadband customers, ensuring that business jet
passengers will have seamless, on-demand connectivity.
It can also be customized to meet business jet owners’
needs; differentiating and enhancing the value
proposition to passengers.

“We are delighted that Satcom Direct has chosen
FlexExec to be a part of their SD Xperience platform,”
said Mark Rasmussen, Intelsat’s Vice President and
General Manager, Mobility. “The global footprint,
resiliency, redundancy and flexibility of FlexExec’s
seamless Ku-band platform will ensure that passengers
can easily extend fast, high quality broadband
connectivity from their office into the skies. Whenever it
is needed, the power and throughput of FlexExec and
SD Xperience will ensure that the business and
entertainment needs of their passengers will be met.”

Jim Jensen, Satcom Direct’s founder and CEO, said,
“Given the demands of business aviation, FlexExec will
provide the maximum flexibility, efficient use of
bandwidth, and seamless connectivity service needed
for an industry where routes and passenger
requirements constantly shift. FlexExec is unique in the
sense that the network is committed to the business
aviation sector. As a result, we can deliver a highly
reliable, and consistent passenger experience anytime
globally. It is a significant addition to the SD customer
offering.”

ZERO-G supports goals of United Arab Emirates
Space Program through student research
competition
As part of an ongoing global initiative to ignite space
research, the Mohammad bin Rashid Space Centre
(MBRSC) selected 20 budding space enthusiasts from
United Arab Emirates (UAE) to be a part of the academic
experience of a lifetime with Zero Gravity Corporation
(ZERO-G®). The UAE ZERO-G Program launched in
Orlando, Fla. On October 4 with students boarding a
parabolic flight to test their experiments 30,000 feet
above the ground on ZERO-G’s Weightless Research
Lab.

“Working with the UAE Mars 2117 Initiative has
shown us the impact our Weightless Research Lab is
having across the world,” said Terese Brewster, CEO of
ZERO-G. “The UAE ZERO-G program embraces space
education by making access to microgravity research a
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possibility for students.”
“The Mohammed bin Rashid Space Centre (MBRSC)

spares no effort to encourage youth to engage in national
space programmes. Our space programmes aim to
prepare and train youth to serve national strategies and
initiatives for space exploration. These include the Mars
2117 Strategy, which aims to establish the first inhabitable
human settlement on Mars by 2117,” said Adnan Al Rais,
Mars 2117 Project Manager at MBRSC.

“The MBRSC cooperates with international entities to
move forward with the ambitious programmes that have
established the UAE’s position among leading countries
that invest in space.” continued Al Rais.

UAE students 16 years and above submitted their
entries to the MBRSC from May to July 2018, along with
details about what excited them most about zero gravity
and why they should be chosen. The organization selected
students who showed a serious passion for space and
an understanding of precious research done on the
International Space Station.

Rocket Lab unveils new high-volume production
facility
Rocket Lab has expanded its global footprint with the
unveiling of a new production facility that rethinks the way
orbital rockets are built. The new 7,500 sq/m (80,700 sq/
ft) rocket development and production facility in Auckland,





is designed for rapid mass production of the Electron
rocket. Adding to Rocket Lab’s existing production facility
and headquarters in Huntington Beach, California, the
new facility brings Rocket Lab’s manufacturing footprint
to more than 4.5 acres and enables the company to build
an Electron rocket every week.

The new facility was officially opened on 12 October
2018 NZDT, by Rocket Lab Chief Executive Peter Beck
and special guest William Shatner, best known for his
role as Captain Kirk in the Star Trek series and films.

“Every detail of the Rocket Lab launch system has
been designed to provide small satellites with rapid and
reliable access to space. This requires the ability to
manufacture launch vehicles at an unprecedented rate,
so we’ve expanded our global production capability to
build and launch an Electron rocket to orbit every week,”
said Mr Beck.

“We have the team, the industry-leading launch
vehicle, the global production facilities and the launch
sites to liberate the small satellite market. Rocket Lab
has opened access to orbit.”
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Q&A AtlanTecRF

From components to
satellite simulators
AtlanTecRF supplies a wide range of microwave and RF
equipment, components and interconnects to the global market
in aerospace, telecommunications, defence and scientific
research. With more than 30 years of experience, the company
produces both standard and custom equipment, as well as
multi-function modules and sub-assemblies. Geoff Burling, CEO
at AtlanTecRF, reports on the company’s latest developments in
satellite simulators, and plans for the future.

Geoff Burling, CEO at
AtlanTecRF

AtlanTecRF's range of satcom equipment

Q&A AtlanTecRF

Question: Can you provide an
overview of AtlanTecRF’s capa-
bilities and expertise?
Geoff Burling: We’re based in
Braintree, Essex, UK, and we’ve been
in business since 1989. We started out
as a manufacturer and supplier of
components, but we’ve moved into
building test equipment for a number of
different customers. Over the last ten
years, we’ve expanded that to a
standard range of satcom test
equipment, such as loop test
translators. In more recent years, that

range has evolved to include satellite
simulators; that’s where we see our
focus right now, and that’s what’s really
driving business forwards for us.

One of the things we excel at is
versatility and flexibility in terms of
customisation of products. We started
business as a component supplier, so
we know a lot about components and
how to specify them. We have a vast
inventory of components that we can
draw upon, which means that if
customers require any customisation of
a product, it’s very easy for us to do.
That’s been part of the secret of our
success, we’ve been working with
customers’ engineers very closely to
give them a solution that meets their
needs specifically, rather than offering
a ‘take it or leave it’ range of standard
products.

Question: Let’s talk a bit more about
satellite simulators: What benefits do
they deliver to satcom users?
Geoff Burling: Satellite simulators
could be based on land, or on an aerial
platform. Our aim is to make life easy
for people who want to test their satcom
system without going live on the
satellite. Going live on the satellite is
expensive, time consuming, and you
run the risk of upsetting other users. The
way that we do it takes all those
problems away.

This year, we’ve moved forward very
strongly with our drone payload product
range, which provide the ability to test
a fixed ground station or a station on a
vehicle, ship or aeroplane from a
position in the sky that might be much
the same as the direction of the satellite.

atlan.pmd 17/10/2018, 22:296
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Drone payload manoeuvres around ship's antenna

With satellite simulators, we can put
these stations through their paces
testing the signal off-satellite and by
manoeuvring the payload also testing
the antennas tracking, which saves an
awful lot of time for the people who want
to test the system.

I haven’t seen anyone else doing
exactly what we’re doing, we’re quite
unique in that respect. Everything we
have is packaged fairly small; we’re not
using large antennas, and our objective
is to reduce the size even further ideally
to the size of a mobile phone, which
could be carried on a very small drone
for delivering satell ite simulation
services.

Question: What can you tell us about
AtlanTecRF’s market evolution over
the years?
Geoff Burling: We’ve gone into this
business at just about the right time. The
advent of Ka-band satellites has given
us an opportunity; we already had the
technology with the right frequency
range, so we got straight into making
Ka-band loop test translators, supplying
to companies that were building
equipment for airlines, bringing Internet
connectivity to passengers. That was
our first big opportunity, and that went
very well for us. We supplied a number
of satellite simulator systems in that
market for Ka-band. Satellite News
Gathering (SNG) oppor tunities
developed from there, although that’s
mostly in Ku-band.

The success of major exhibitions
such as Satellite 2018 show that the
satcom market is really booming right
now. The availability of various mobile
stations, whether they be vehicle-based
or flyaway, have given us a lot of
encouragement, and many of those
types of customers have come over to
us.

Even more interesting for us is the
use by government and military clients;
we’re now working with people who are
doing weather forecasting, tracking
satellites, putting payloads onto drones
and other unmanned vehicles, high
altitude balloons.

These are all the types of very
interesting platforms that we’re getting

involved in right now. We really feel that
the time is right for us.

We’ve had a lot of interest in Q-band
lately. We’ve had products in Q-band for
many years, but we haven’t publicized
much in the way of satellite simulators
or loop test translators in this frequency
range up until this year. It’s mostly
military use right now, but we have the
products ready, and we do have a
product for V-band as well, which we’ll
be launching in the next few months.

Question: What are AtlanTecRF’s
plans for the rest of the year?
Geoff Burling: First of all, we’re looking
at different antenna technologies; right
now, we’re using waveguide horn
antennas for some of our products and
we want to shrink the size of these
products down with patch antennas. We
have an in-house antenna research
programme, which we plan to announce
more news from early in 2019, when we
hope to have a working product.

As I’ve mentioned, we’re shrinking
down our microwave electronics,
integrating the circuits; we expect to see
some performance enhancements
alongside size reductions and weight
reductions, all of which will allow us to
address some of the aerial platforms
that are now starting to emerge.

Satell ites also have a lot of
competition now, and you can have
satellite-like communications without
the satellite. There are high altitude
balloons, drones, aircraft, all providing
the same sort of service that satellite
provides, and we’re right on the back of
those programmes.

Ku-band satellite simulator drone payload
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HTS… A bumper ride to orbit, or a
shorter one?
High throughput satellite (HTS) is big business. While still relatively new, the market is changing
beyond all recognition as capacity pricing, consumer applications and GEO/MEO/LEO technology
evolves. Martin Jarrold, Chief of International Programme Development at the GVF, outlines the
ins and outs of this rapidly-changing sector, and mulls over the implications for the future.

Do you remember when the high throughput satellite
(HTS) era began? It’s longer ago than you may think, 13
years ago in fact.

We were reminded of this earlier this year, in June in fact,
when Thaicom announced that it was considering ways to
prolong the life of IPSTAR, its pioneering HTS spacecraft
launched from French Guiana as far back as August 2005.
At that time, IPSTAR was the highest capacity satellite in
orbit, offering 45Gbps of Ku-band capacity, and though
projected to run out of fuel in 2022, this first of the first
generation of HTS may exceed its in-orbit capability
expectations by as much as two additional years. I personally
recall the period because not long after the launch I was in
Myanmar, somewhere in the Yangon area, to witness the
inauguration of a new hub that would be supporting VSAT
network services over IPSTAR.

An era of change
Since the debut of HTS the high-throughput technology and
service market has undergone much change – including
exponential growth potential in the market for satellite-based
broadband solutions, massive expansion in in-orbit capacity,

downward trend in capacity pricing, and the soon to be put
to the test prospect of satellite broadband from low Earth
orbit (LEO) mega-constellations. Now, after seeing HTS
systems and technology advance over the Americas, Europe
and Africa, global and regional operators in Asia are
beginning to direct their attention to launching HTS satellites
en masse, bringing the HTS focus back full circle to the region
where it all started.

It is this rapidity of change, which will be addressed in
London on 4th December during the ‘HTS 2018 Roundtable…
GEOs… MEOs… LEOs: Enabling a Brave New World’ event
programme, which will offer an in-depth exploration of the
drivers and trends behind the continuing massive growth
potential in the market for satellite-based broadband solutions.
The Roundtable’s exploration will extend to evaluating the
opportunities arising from a host of new applications that are
being enabled through the deployment of more-highly
bandwidth efficient networks built on existing and planned
HTS system in geostationary orbit (GEO), together with
planned future constellations of hundreds of non-
geostationary (NGSO-HTS) global communications satellites
in medium Earth orbit (MEO) and LEO.
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Although the raw figure for HTS supply is projected to
approach 3,600Gbps by 2020, there are aspects of the
industry’s ride to orbit that these days show it far from being
a smooth one.

Coming full circle to an Asian connection, recently the
HTS market and the satellite industry in general, was not a
little surprised that the satellite builder responsible for
IPSTAR, Space Systems/Loral, the long standing market-
share leader in the construction of geostationary satellites,
will potentially exit the GEO business. The last three years or
so have seen orders for traditional GEO spacecraft fall away,
dropping from 26 in 2014, to 15 in 2016, and only seven in
2017. However, whilst the final 2018 count for new GEO
satellite orders may not be much better, we do have, as noted
above – and in the context of the general trend for increasing
numbers of more powerful HTS spacecraft in orbit – the swing
to increasing HTS capacity over Asia as exemplified in SES-
12, Eutelsat-172b, Intelsat/JSAT Horizons-3e, Telesat/APT
Satellite Telstar-18 Vantage/Apstar-5C, and more AsiaPac
HTS capacity on the way from Kacific, China Satcom and
mu Space. Measat, too, hopes to have orbited by 2021, HTS
capacity to provide broadband services to Malaysia.

Additionally, the Indonesian government plans to launch
an HTS to bring Internet access to unreached parts its island
archipelago, delivering capacity of at least 150Gbps. With
another 50Gbps of HTS capacity to be leased from other
satellites, Indonesia’s satellite programme will be the highest
capacity system designated purely for the purpose of closing
a single nation’s digital divide. But, it’s not only in Asia where
the development agenda is leveraging the advantages of HTS
technology. Africa, too, is likely to see a deluge of new HTS
capacity, with Eutelsat, Spacecom, Viasat and Global IP all
having Ka-band HTS spacecraft under development to bring
broadband to the unserved of that continent.

Capacity pricing
Today, that HTS capacity is getting progressively cheaper.
Current and future generations of HTS platforms provide
capacity at prices significantly lower than that of the first

generation exemplified by IPSTAR, prices which mean that
satellite operators are moving into the provision of services
space in addition to providing raw capacity.

The downward trend in satellite capacity pricing – arising
from the increasing numbers of more powerful HTS spacecraft
in orbit – is a significant market shift. Whilst, as Northern Sky
Research (NSR) has shown, capacity price erosion is
slowing, prices are now trending between 35 percent and 60
percent lower than two years ago, and this slide will continue
into 2019. (Note: NSR’s analysis addressed only GEO,
excluding the MEO O3b constellation and upcoming LEO
mega-constellation–based systems.)

NSR identified multiple factors that are, in combination,
contributing to the continued pricing decline ranging from a
plateau in satellite video distribution through to HTS digital
payload technology creating overcapacity in some market
segments. However, the factor driving the sharpest price
decline, according to NSR, is satellite operators that have
pitched low, with large connectivity deals in newer market
sectors, including into the communications on the move
(COTM) ecosystem such as inflight connectivity (IFC) and
maritime. IFC providers – such as Panasonic Avionics, Global
Eagle Entertainment and Gogo – have been buying large
sums of HTS capacity, often to an extent that underpins the
business case for entire satellites.

Planned constellations
In the longer term, the planned LEO constellations, with their
promises of lower pricing, may amplify pricing and capacity
concerns. HTS supply growth from GEO spacecraft will be
overshadowed by the emergence of NGSO constellations,
projects that promise massive volumes of capacity supply,
low latency and global (or near-global) coverage. NGSO-HTS
projects such as the continued expansion of O3b in MEO,
and OneWeb, SpaceX, Telesat and LeoSat in LEO would
combine to add over of 40Tbps of capacity. And, there is the
promise of more to come.

For example, in MEO, the only system providing satellite
broadband today is SES Networks’ constellation of 16 O3b
satellites, but a new British company, Methera, with its own
16-satellite constellation idea, intends to change that, using
a ‘capacity density’ model as the key differentiator between
its proposed constellation and other emerging systems.
Methera will focus capacity on extremely specific locations,
targeting a small number of high-value customers, taking a
village or a town from no coverage to being able to provide
for everyone. Additionally, Methera may focus on working with
other satellite constellations by providing additional capacity,
especially for constellations where increasing throughput in
a singular location would require scaling up the entire system
through multiple additional satellites.

There is always a caveat, which in this case is that the
LEOs are not yet being manufactured, much less launched,
and their multibillion-dollar financing no longer looks as
secure as the confidence of original business plans
suggested. Key to this confidence is the LEO constellation
model ability to deliver low-cost capacity to address the
underserved consumer broadband market, the only market
segment capable of absorbing the enormous quantities of
new satellite capacity. However, making the consumer market
viable requires low-priced consumer hardware in the form of
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flat panel, non-mechanically steered, antennas the market
availability of which remains a short-term uncertainty.

Future concerns
Against this broad and complex contextual background the
key interesting questions to be considered during the ‘HTS
2018 Roundtable… GEOs… MEOs… LEOs: Enabling a
Brave New World’ are myriad. Just some examples are:

• Are operator offerings essentially the same?
• Which operators are taking only the Ka band route to

new services delivery, and which are developing
multi-band service strategies in their HTS play?

• Where are hybrid technology solutions to be positioned?
• Are the operators forging into direct competition with their

own solution re-seller customers?
• How will the GEO-HTS and mega-LEO services

compete… or will they be complementary?
• Will GEO-HTS and LEO-HTS systems augment each

other and network together?
• Is all high throughput alike?
• Where will latency issues fit into any potential future

‘coopertition’ dialogue?
• Do HTS solutions represent a stronger defence against

cyber-attacks, or are they a point of vulnerability?
• How are regional market variations being reflected in the

offerings which comprise regional operator initiatives?
• How are such high demand applications markets as PSTN

infrastructure extension/telco trunking, broadband
Internet access, and mobile terrestrial backhaul for GSM
and 3G to LTE and 4G on planes, trains and ships to be
satisfied?

• Who will come out on top among the satellite operators,
the manufacturers, integrators, network licensees and,
ultimately, the users amongst the wireless operators,
maritime and aeronautical interests, oil and gas
companies, military, civil government agencies, and the
individual consumer?

Across a keynote opening address and four 90-minute
themed interactive panel sessions the ‘HTS 2018
Roundtable… GEOs… MEOs… LEOs: Enabling a Brave New
World’ event will offer an exploration of the ongoing evolution
in the underpinning business and market economics of HTS,
continuing to zoom-in on a range of specific analyses on the
HTS ecosystem. Discussing the changing focus of the
operators and evolution in the space segment, emerging
threats and opportunites for re-sellers in the value chain,
technology shifts in the ground segment, and mobility as the
core revolutionary dynamic in todays broadband satcoms,
will be vital in moving forwards into the ever-changing HTS
sector.

Photo courtesy of Shutterstock
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Connecting the oceans
The Internet of Things (IoT) connects billions of Smart devices and sensors all over the world,
enabling real-time monitoring and tracking of events. However, to date, the IoT relates largely to
land-based activities; monitoring of the world’s oceans is currently extremely limited, and largely
dependent upon Earth observation satellites. Today, all that is changing as pioneers bring the IoT
to the world’s oceans, tackling climate change, pollution, conservation efforts, homeland security,
and more.

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a global network of physical
devices – vehicles, home appliances, sensors, Smart devices,
etc. – which are connected wirelessly to exchange data,
resulting in improved efficiencies for applications as diverse
as oil rig management to home heating systems. The number
of connected devices is on the rise, growing by 31 percent
year-on-year to reach 8.4 billion in 2017. Rough estimates
state that there will be somewhere in the region of 30 billion
connected devices by 2020, when the IoT market value is
expected to hit US$7.1 trillion.

As a key area of rapidly-growing technology utilising
satellite connectivity, we’ve written extensively on the IoT
previously. Its value for remote operations such as agriculture,
oil rigs, fishing and energy grids, cannot be underestimated.
However, the vast majority of existing applications focus on
just one third of the Earth’s surface; the land. Indeed, two
thirds of the Earth’s surface is covered by water, and while
these areas might not be as economically active as land-
based activities, it’s absolutely vital that we track what’s going
on.

The following applications could all benefit from improved
ocean monitoring:

• Pollution: A growing problem the world over, in order to
tackle the ever-increasing problem of polluted oceans,
we must be able to monitor it.

• Environmental monitoring: With sea levels rising
alongside water temperatures, keeping accurate, real-
time information can help analytical activities and forward
planning.

• Sea life: We’ve all seen the heart-breaking photos of
turtles trapped in plastic packaging, and conservation
efforts could be vastly improved with enhanced monitoring
capabilities for endangered species. The ocean’s fish
levels are also vital to the world’s economy; keeping track
of changes in real-time can help balance the ecosystem
to prevent over-fishing.

• Disaster recovery: Early warning systems can help raise
awareness of incoming disasters, including the movement
of tsunamis and underwater volcanoes, aiding disaster
recovery efforts.

• Military activities: Within the vast world oceans, military
vessels are always in action. It’s vital for homeland
security operations that we keep track of adversary
movements at sea as well as on land.
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Beached plastic debris on the island of Mellum -
SPOT Trace is helping researchers combat pollution

• Piracy/illegal fishing: Piracy and illegal fishing have very
serious ramifications both for human safety and
environmental well-being. Being better able to identify
incidents will help us protect our oceans from illegal
activities.

Of course, there’s no simple way to bring the IoT to the
world’s oceans with the click of your fingers. Just as land-
based IoT devices must be carefully designed and selected
to meet certain requirements – the ability to withstand large
temperature fluctuations, in the desert or Arctic, for example
– sensors used in the ocean must be able to operate smoothly
in some pretty testing environments; the high salt levels in
the sea are highly corrosive to many materials; extreme
temperatures can effect circuitry; the constant motion needs
to be accounted for when it comes to connectivity; devices
must not be damaged or cause damage to vessels, sea life
and pollution.

Nevertheless, commercial companies, government
organisations and academic research laboratories are all
getting in on the action and coming up with effective solutions
for bringing the IoT to the world’s oceans.

DARPA tackles marine sensing capabilities with Ocean
of Things
At the end of 2017, DARPA announced its Ocean of Things
(OoT) programme, which aims to enable maritime situational
awareness over the two thirds of the Earth that is covered by
water. Indeed, DARPA aims to deploy thousands of small,
low-cost floats to form a distributed sensor network, each
collecting environmental data; sea state, ocean temperature,
commercial vessel and aircraft activity, and the movement of
sea creatures. The sensors, each reportedly to cost less than
US$500, would transmit data periodically via satellite to a
cloud network for storage and analysis.

“The goal of the program is to increase maritime
awareness in a cost-effective way,” said John Waterson,
Program Manager in DARPA’s Strategic Technology Office

(STO). “It would be cost-prohibitive to use existing platforms
to continuously monitor vast regions of the ocean. By coupling
powerful analytical tools with commercial sensor technology,
we plan to create floating sensor networks that significantly
expand maritime awareness at a fraction of the cost of current
approaches.”

One of the main challenges of DARPA’s proposal lies in
the float development. The OoT requires an intelligent float
which will house a passive sensor suite that can survive in
harsh maritime environments. Each float should relay
information from its surroundings for at least one year before
safely scuttling (intentional sinking) itself. With a nod to
environmental sensibilities, each float must be manufactured
using environmentally-safe materials, pose no threat to
vessels, and comply with all federal laws, regulations, and
executive orders related to protection of marine life.

The second major challenge in DARPA’s OoT is in data
analytics; cloud-based software and analytical techniques
must be developed to process the data reported from the
floats. This effort includes dynamic display of float locations,
health, and mission performance; processing of
environmental data for oceanographic and meteorological
models; developing algorithms to automatically detect, track,
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and identify nearby vessels; and identification of new
indicators of maritime activity.

Later in February, DARPA announced the Persistent
Aquatic Living Sensors (PALS) programme, which will study
natural and modified organisms to determine which could
best support sensor systems that detect the movement of
manned and unmanned underwater vehicles.

The US military deploys networks of manned and
unmanned platforms and sensors to monitor adversary
activity, but considering the world’s vast oceans and seas,
today’s hardware is unable to monitor everything. DARPA
believes that existing sea life can augment capabilities; marine
organisms are highly attuned to their surroundings, and
DARPA plans to tap into these natural sensing capabilities
with PALS. The programme will investigate marine organisms’
responses to the presence of vehicles and characterize the
resulting signals or behaviours for interpretation and relay
by a network of hardware devices.

“The US Navy’s current approach to detecting and
monitoring underwater vehicles is hardware-centric and
resource intensive. As a result, the capability is mostly used
at the tactical level to protect high-value assets like aircraft
carriers, and less so at the broader strategic level,” asserted
Programme Manager Lori Adornato said. “If we can tap into
the innate sensing capabilities of living organisms that are
ubiquitous in the oceans, we can extend our ability to track
adversary activity and do so discreetly, on a persistent basis,
and with enough precision to characterize the size and type
of adversary vehicles.”

Sensor systems built around living organisms would, in

theory, offer several advantages over traditional hardware.
Sea life adapts and responds to its environment, and it self-
replicates and self-sustains. Marine organisms the ability to
sense stimuli across domains: Tactile, electrical, acoustic,
magnetic, chemical, and optical. Even extreme low light is
not an obstacle to organisms that have evolved to hunt and
evade in the dark.

In addition to evaluating the sensing capabilities of sea
organisms, hardware, software and algorithms must be
developed to translate organism behaviour into actionable
information and relay it to end users. Deployed hardware
systems operating at a standoff distance of up to 500m must
collect signals of interest, process and distill them, and then
relay them to remote end users. The complete sensing
systems must also discriminate between target vehicles and
other sources of stimuli, such as debris and other marine
organisms, to limit the number of false positives.

“Our ideal scenario for PALS is to leverage a wide range
of native marine organisms, with no need to train, house, or
modify them in any way, which would open up this type of
sensing to many locations,” said Adornato. While DARPA
favours the use of natural organisms, it is also taking
proposals on modified organisms and hardware solutions.
DARPA anticipates that PALS will be a four-year, fundamental
research programme.

Oceans 2.0 makes progress in environmental protection
Ocean Networks Canada (ONC) is another entity making
great strides in bringing the IoT to the sea. Oceans 2.0 is
ONC’s answer to the IoT for the ocean; its infrastructure is

Persistent Aquatic Living Sensors (PALS) DARPA
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continuously monitoring the vital signs of Canada’s three deep
sea and coastal environments, gathering data on
temperature, salinity, seismic activity, noise levels, tides, and
video footage.

“The initial vision was to develop a new way to interact
with the deep sea by extending the Internet into the ocean,”
commented Benoît Pirenne, ONC’s Director of User
Engagement. “Gathering real-time data from the sea bed
hundreds of kilometres offshore had never been done before.”

To minimize data loss, shore stations are located as close
as possible to the underwater instruments. The data travels
to the shore stations via fibre optic cable from the underwater
sensor before being transmitted to the University of Victoria.
The 250GB of data that is collected each day is made
available to scientists, communities and leaders, helping them
making informed decisions about climate change, earthquake
and tsunami detection, marine safety and life in the ocean.
The free service allows any available information to be
downloaded to any computer.

Since 2016, ONC has been partnering with the US
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA)
Office of Ocean Exploration and Research (OER) to integrate
Oceans 2.0’s video browsing and annotation systems -
SeaTube and SeaScribe - into their video data acquisition
process.

“Pr ior to SeaScribe, we had to make notes on
spreadsheets, notebooks, or chat logs, which required a lot
of time and effort. We risked missing observations and we

did not capture the exact position or depth. Now we use
SeaScribe to rapidly record observations linked with position,
depth, and a video clip of the observation,” said
Oceanographer Michael Ford, who works with NOAA
Fisheries and Smithsonian Environmental Research Center.
“SeaTube allows us to review our observations, assemble
3D representations, and refine a multi-level taxonomic
identification. These are critical stepping off points for species
discovery, analyses of environmental tolerances, and
geographic range. The improvement with the SeaScribe and
SeaTube pairing is that we can get to that stepping off point
much faster than ever before.”

This important international collaboration was an
opportunity for ONC to take its data management system to
the next level. Thanks to NOAA’s feedback, a major Oceans
2.0 update, which was reportedly released in March 2018,
has significantly improved SeaTube’s and SeaScribe’s
functionality, ease of use, and layout.

More recently in May, ONC formed a new partnership with
the Tsleil-Waututh Nation to monitor and improve the health
of the Burrard Inlet with the aim of understanding the
cumulative effects of climate change, industry and
development on environmental conditions in and around the
outlet.

The new partnership is supported by a $1.5 million
investment by the federal government in scientific observing
systems and training for Tsleil-Waututh community members.
The systems include a state-of-the-art Internet-connected
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seafloor observatory and a mobile application that allows
vessel operators to collect ocean data. The two systems will
provide comprehensive ocean data from seafloor to surface.

Going forwards, Oceans 2.0 will continue to grow and
evolve as new sensors, locations and protocols are added
into the system. In addition, ONC plans to transform Oceans
2.0 into an ‘ocean Fitbit’ that will accommodate British
Columbia’s earthquake early warning system in March 2019.
With Oceans 2.0, ONC can deploy sensors close to the
Cascadia Subduction Zone, which provides additional
valuable warning time to decision makers. The $5 million
project will take three years to complete as the new subsea
and land-based sensors are installed, the new sensors are
integrated into the existing seismic network, and the
earthquake alerting software is further developed and fully
tested.

University of Oldenburg deploys Globalstar’s IoT solution
for plastic pollution study
In March, researchers at the University of Oldenburg in
Germany deployed Globalstar’s SPOT Trace to better
understand and combat plastic pollution in the North Sea. A
team from the University’s Institute of Chemistry and Biology
of the Marine Environment is studying the movement of
floating plastic pollution to get a clear picture of the drift
patterns.

“We embed low-cost satellite trackers into floating buoys
which provide a wealth of information on the movement of
plastics on the sea’s surface. This helps us understand how
plastic debris moves and how it is affected by the complex
interaction of wind, current and tides,” explained PhD student
Jens Meyerjürgens.

Buoys are fitted with the small (7x5cm) SPOT Trace
device, which includes an integrated GPS receiver, simplex
transponder and motion sensor. This IoT solution allows
researchers to accurately track drift movement using the
Globalstar low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite constellation. Using
sophisticated modelling tools to analyse complex ocean
currents at the surface, the team can study the movement of
waste on the ocean. The University’s 3D computer simulation
programmes use the data from the SPOT Trace devices,
including depth and wave height, to understand and predict
surface drift behaviour as well as how debris travels in the
water column and on the sea floor.

One of the most revealing discoveries so far has been
the huge effect of wind, with some buoys beaching in as little
as one month having travelled up to 700 miles: “It is clear
that the influence of the power of the wind on the movement
of floating particles in the North Sea is greater than we
anticipated,” said Meyerjürgens.

According to Mathias Heckroth, Managing Director of
Mellumrat e.V., an NGO dedicated to conservation and
scientific research of the uninhabited island of Mellum, one
of the 32 Frisian Islands in the North Sea expanse being
studied by the University of Oldenburg team, 75 percent of
the debris that washes ashore on the islands is plastic, mostly
from fishing activities. Mellum is situated in the intertidal
Wadden Sea, a UNESCO World Heritage Site protecting more
than 10,000 species of plants and animals, and where up to
12 million migrating birds spend time each year.

“The study is playing an important role in helping to

identify the source of the plastic litter. It is also showing
unexpected drift movement; we usually have a west-to-east
drift, but sometimes tracking the buoys reveals a drift in the
opposite direction, and we are studying why,” said Heckroth.

Other project partners were tasked with analysing the
composition of the pollutants, measuring the relative amounts
of plastic bags, bottles and non-plastic materials such as
metal, while other organisations are handling removal.

Researchers are striving to help authorities establish
regulatory frameworks and legislation that will encourage
organisations, and the general public, to pollute less.
Additionally, the ability to predict the movement of pollutants
as they travel and wash ashore can help clean-up operations
to be more targeted and efficient.

“Global awareness of the gravity and scale of pollutants
in our oceans is at an all-time high,” said Mark O’Connell,
General Manager EMEA at Globalstar. “We are proud that
our satellite communications are helping the University of
Oldenburg research team to better understand ocean
behaviour, enabling them to deliver solid scientific evidence
to stakeholders to tackle the pressing issue of plastic
pollution.”

Globalstar’s SPOT Trace has also been utilised by the
University of Miami Rosenstiel School of Marine and
Atmospheric Science, which deployed 550 SPOT Trace
satellite trackers for oil spill research in 2017, and by Spain’s
coastal authority, Salvamento Maritimo, which selected SPOT
Trace as an essential tool to devise oil spill disaster recovery
procedures, as well as in the training of its search and rescue
teams.

SPOT Trace is mounted directly below the buoy’s
housing cap, alongside a battery pack with up to 5 months’
charge
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A broader safety platform for
seafarers in distress
Following recent decisions covering the Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) at
the International Maritime Organization, real progress can be made to enhance the functionality
of the satellite-based emergency service seafarers call on in the last resort. Peter Broadhurst,
SVP Safety and Security at Inmarsat Maritime, reports on the latest developments.

Recent progress at the International Maritime
Organization to modernize the free-at-point-of-use GMDSS
has major consequences for the messaging functionality and
last resort connectivity available to the world’s 1.65 million
seafarers.

GMDSS effectively gives seafarers their own emergency
service, accessing the satellite and terrestrial technology to
ensure that vessels in peril can always get through to a
Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC), and Search
and Rescue (SAR) operations can be launched. Under the
Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) convention, cargo ships of
300GRT and upwards and passenger ships on international
voyages must have GMDSS-compliant satellite equipment
installed which meet 99.9 percent service availability and
other performance standards set out by IMO in A 1001(25).

These criteria have been devised to ensure that, wherever
a ship is in the world, its Master needs only press and hold
the dedicated distress button on the satellite terminal for four
seconds to trigger transmission of an undesignated distress
alert containing the vessel’s details and position. If time
permits, the Master can choose to add extra information, such
as the nature of the emergency, before sending the alert.

Alerts travel via satellites and ground infrastructure via the
associated MRCC.

Priority traffic
Distress alerts – both ship-to-shore and shore-to-ship – have
the highest priority over all other traffic over the satellite
network, which means any non-distress connection will be
superseded to ensure they get through immediately. Once
the distress alert is received, the MRCC will respond to check
it is not a false alarm. When they receive confirmation, or if
they get no further response, the MRCC instigates SAR
operations, including sending a distress alert relay to other
vessels in the area.

Critically, the messaging architecture behind the GMDSS
has been developed to prevent incidents happening in the
first place, by supporting the transmission of Maritime Safety
Information (MSI) warnings that include navigational hazards
and approaching storms.

However, the GMDSS was originally adopted in 1988,
with its deployment phased in from 1992 until full
implementation in 1999. Although there have been
enhancements over time, a full-scale modernisation has
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Peter Broadhurst, SVP Safety and Security at Inmarsat
Maritime

become pressing to take advantage of significant advances
in satellite infrastructure and maritime software/hardware.

The undertaking is a multi-year project, as IMO reviews
technical progress and overhauls GMDSS rules and the way
they have been embedded in one of IMO’s most important
instruments - the Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea
(SOLAS). Although underway for some time, the full outcome
of detailed work will take three further sessions of the UN
agency’s Navigation, Communications and Search and
Rescue (NCSR) sub-committee, with support from other sub-
committees also required, for example to develop seafarer
training model courses. IMO envisages 2024 as the entry
into force date for new generation, data-rich GMDSS services,
based on the regulatory framework being in place by 2021.

Nevertheless, 2018 has proved pivotal for GMDSS. From
its inception, only Inmarsat has met the performance standard
set for GMDSS, through Fleet 77 and then subsequently

Inmarsat C services. However, May’s Maritime Safety
Committee meeting approved Fleet Safety, Inmarsat’s
FleetBroadband and Fleet One services, and Iridium’s NEXT
service, predicted available from 2020 via a new generation
of low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites. Furthermore, IMO accepted
a request from China’s BeiDou Navigation Satellite System
to evaluate a third new proposal for GMDSS.

To date, Inmarsat has made the most extensive
disclosures on what the upgraded GMDSS services will mean
for those at sea. Its L-band FleetBroadband service was
introduced in 2007 and passed the 50,000 terminals delivered
landmark in 2017, where services operate over the existing
Inmarsat-4 constellation. Inmarsat’s new I-6 satellites, due
in service in the early 2020s will offer hybrid L-band/Ka-band
connectivity. Inmarsat’s new generation 1Mbps-plus maritime
safety terminal incorporating FleetBroadband for voice and
data communications and additional features such as distress
chat has been part of the IMO’s performance approvals of
Fleet Safety.

While the mandatory role set out for satellite operators in
GMDSS ends with providing the approved satellite system,
their responsibilities are more extensive given that distress
alerts will be carried over the relevant network. Today, for
example, Inmarsat’s Network Operations Centre (NOC) team
receives notification of all distress alerts and monitors MRCC
responses to ensure they are being actioned. If for any reason
the alert has not been answered, an Inmarsat team member
will call the nearest MRCC to request urgent assistance, going
over and above the IMO requirements.

Full end-to-end upgrade
In line with this established practice, Fleet Safety is a full
end-to-end upgrade for GMDSS modernization that also
includes the newly-developed RescueNet and SafetyNet II
messaging services. These supersede the existing
messaging architecture that has been keeping ships at sea
in touch with the Maritime Rescue Coordination Centres
(MRCCs) coordinating Search and Rescue services
worldwide via Inmarsat. Both are simultaneously broadcast

Inmarsat network operations centre
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over Inmarsat C, Mini C and FleetBroadband, with web-based,
SafetyNet II replacing the internationally-established
SafetyNet system for broadcasting and reception of Maritime
Safety Information (MSI) and. RescueNet, meanwhile,
enhances MRCC communications by enabling real-time
coordination during a search and rescue.

Both SafetyNet II and RescueNet also allow the person
who has sent a message to monitor its status and see whether
it has been sent, scheduled or cancelled and broadcast
correctly, while also being able to view available MRCCs
registered on the system, including the email and telephone
number. If a Fleet Safety Distress Alert is sent to an MRCC
that is off-line, the system automatically redirects the Distress
to an appropriate geographically defined MRCC, with
Inmarsat’s Network Operation Centre (NOC) also monitoring
traffic: if a primary MRCC is off line for more than 60 seconds,
the NOC is alerted and contacts the MRCC for assistance.

MRCCs and Maritime Safety Information Providers
(MSIPs) are already transitioning to SafetyNET II and
RescueNET, which officially went live in November 2017. In
fact, the service assisted maritime rescue operations during
its trial period, including the June 2017 retrieval of a fishing
vessel crew by MS Albatros, after three days adrift 200
nautical miles off Tonga. Rescue Coordination Centre New
Zealand Manager, Mike Hill, says: “Fleet Safety and in

particular, SafetyNET II proved itself as of great use in
assisting in these rescues.”

Working via Inmarsat C, Mini C and Fleet Safety,
RescueNet is also already being used by more than 20
countries and the first multi-country SAR exercise to utilise
the system will be conducted by MRCC Riga in August 2018.
Again, RescueNET brings new functionality that includes
distress chat, whereby the MRCC can enable simultaneous
communication with multiple MRCCs and vessels for SAR
co-ordination, as well as web-based access to Inmarsat
vessel databases. According to United States Coast Guard
SAR specialist Geoffrey Pagels: “As an end user this
capability is outstanding and is already saving lives. It is vital
that this network is up and running across the globe as quick
as possible.”

These views draw attention to the critical relationships
required between satellite service providers, Maritime Safety
Information Providers (MSIPs) and maritime safety agencies
to sustain GMDSS.

As noted, however, going forward Inmarsat will no longer
be the sole satellite operator approved to offer GMDSS
services. Although a timetable has been set for modernising
GMDSS, the path towards interoperability and managing the
multiple relationships between suppliers and MRCCs has not
so far been laid.

Photo courtesy of Inmarsat
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Tackling interference
with machine learning
The Satellite Innovation Group (SIG), formerly the Satellite
Interference Reduction Group (iRG), was jointly-established by
Inmarsat, Intelsat, PanAmSat, QinetiQ, Glowlink and SES World
Skies in 1997 to combat and mitigate radio frequency (RF)
interference to enable smooth satellite communications. Martin
Coleman, Executive Director of the SIG, opines on all things
interference.

Martin Coleman, Executive
Director of the SIG

Constellations podcast-Martin Coleman, Mark Steel, Bob Potter

Q&A Satellite Innovation Group

Question: Interference has long been
a problem for the satellite sector –
where do you feel the industry is right
now in terms of interference?
Martin Coleman:  Overall, I’d say we’re
in a good position right now. We don’t
actually know whether we’re doing
better or worse, it’s one of those
enigmas that we can’t figure out.
However, the gut feeling is that there’s
a lot less interference out there now, and
that’s because we’ve hit the VSATs.
Ever since SatGuard came onto the
scene, our lives have been changed.

We’re in a good state right now,
because we’ve arrived at a point where

stability is reasonable. The big players
have interference in hand. There are still
a lot of small players out there who
probably haven’t, but overall, we now
have tools that are available, and over
time, people will take on those tools, or
people will be taken over and tools will
be brought into play. I think we can let
that happen by itself. There’s not a lot
we can do; yes, we can remind people,
but that’s not our main course of action
right now.

The satellite industry is going
through significant change. We’ve got
to start thinking about the low Earth orbit
(LEO) effect: That’s the big unknown.

Question: Let’s talk more about the
problem of LEO, and possible
solutions…
Martin Coleman:  LEO will cause us
the need to move our technology even
further. My natural instinct would be to
start looking now. Our industry is quite
hesitant, and there are a lot of reasons
for them to take no action, including
financial.

When the first LEO constellation is
launched, maybe it’l l be fine. But
problems are bound to crop up, for
instance, one of those LEO satellites
might not behave quite right. It’s going
to happen at some point. We don’t yet
know what problems it might cause, or
how to identify the individual LEO
satellite that is at fault. We don’t have
any tools to deal with what we don’t
know.

Google and Facebook, all the big
guys really, are using ar tif icial
intell igence (AI) to manage their
platforms; I believe that AI machine
learning is the next big tool, one of the
fundamental technologies that will give
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us the next range of tools to manage
our platforms with less people. It’s all
about capital cost versus operational
cost.

We worked out that there are 7-8
Level 3 personnel, the ones at the top
of their game, who are looking after
about 85 percent of the world’s satellite
links and keeping us interference-free.
Those people are going to retire, and
while Level 2 personnel will move up to
take their place, some of the skill will
be lost. And where does the Level 1
come from? By then, it’ll be a machine.
I’m a great believer in a global digital
assistant, but the problem in our
industry is that people are very
concerned about the money. People
don’t yet talk about machine learning
in the right way, they’re not talking about
the young programmers who are
working on these technologies.

If you imagine this machine being
the new Level 1 person, say it’s just
come in to be trained on how to
manage, for example, Eutelsat’s
operations. It would learn all the basics
about who to call in certain situations,
how to deal with specific problems, how
to run certain services, etc. It might take
anywhere from one to five years to
teach one machine to become a Level
1 person. The trick with the machine is
that once it knows the scenarios, you
can feed it more information, and it
starts to work out new scenarios and
probabilities, which is what machine
learning is all about. Once it starts
learning, it can predict problems in
advance where humans wouldn’t be
looking. Once the first machine has a
base, a second machine can be brought
on board to start learning; there could
eventually be, say, ten of these
machines, running all the world’s
satellite operations. That might cost
US$15 million; it sounds like a lot, but
it’s only about US$1,000 per satellite.
When you compare that with the
US$300 million cost of a GEO satellite,
it suddenly seems much more sensible.

The problem is, you outline this plan,
and the industry gets panicked that we
want to do it right now, and it’s tricky
getting the ball rolling. The conversation
has star ted now though. If every
operator invested just a small amount
to train one machine, that would go a
long way; once we’ve got that first
machine, we could mass produce it, and
the learning just gets better. When we

know there’s a hurricane coming, the
machine could take the weather data
from NOAA, and then predict the
services and personnel that would be
needed to get services back up and
running, before the hurricane even hit.

Question: On a more personal note,
it was recently announced that
Crystal has taken over your
company, Colem Communications,
Ltd. What can you tell us about the
acquisition?
Martin Coleman:  A marriage of
convenience would be the real term to
describe it.

It became obvious to me that I was
as a point where I had a reasonable
product, with a unique application.
Colem was a monitoring and control
specialist for the broadcast and satellite
industries. Many of our projects involved
custom design solutions and we offered

a complete solution from systems
design and integration, through
installation planning, and project
management. We had built up a strong
customer base over the years.

A unique control system had been
built for NOAA, and they’re using it more
and more. Roger Franklin at Crystal was
keen to expand with this type of
customer base, so we used the next
phase of NOAA provision to enable
Crystal to buy Colem Communications,
and he’s been able to take that
customer and grow the contract better
than I could have done from back in the
UK.

There are so many opportunities out
there at the moment, and it’s time to
move on. I’m looking at consultancy
now, although I’m approaching it more
from an events angle. I think I’m pretty
good at facilitating events, and I like
doing them.
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Keeping up with the industry – why
companies need to adapt or face
extinction
The broadcast industry is rapidly changing in
the wake of increasingly advanced
technologies, and an almost unending number
of options. To stay in the same, existing
broadcasters need to meet the demand of
consumers, adapting and changing to maintain
relevance. Kristan Bullett, Joint Managing
Director at Piksel, describes how broadcasters
can do just that.

The broadcast industry is going through a seismic shift.
Major deals and new service launches are common as
industry players drive to keep up with consumer demand for
the latest in viewing experiences. Technologies such as 4K,
voice control and seamless interfaces are becoming key
differentiators for broadcast companies looking to deliver on
expectations. To stay competitive in this environment,
broadcasters need to be able to rely on their technology to
make sure they have the means to adapt to demand at pace
and continue to deliver the services that keep consumers
tuned in.

A recent study found that Netflix has become the most
popular platform for watching entertainment on TV, ahead of
linear broadcast, YouTube, cable, and other streaming
services in the US. This degree of success sets the bar high

and other broadcasters must consider what they are doing
to compete. As industry titans such as Netflix, Amazon and
Hulu enjoy a varied viewership and invest in more original
content, other broadcasters seek to adapt and follow suit.

The driver for this need to adapt and differentiate is clear.
Much of the change in the industry has been driven by
consumers, who are now accustomed to having access to
content how, when and where they want it. The big challenge
faced by the broadcast industry is keeping up with these
changing demands.

Keeping up with the times
How can broadcasters rise to the challenge of matching, or
exceeding the pace of change? Whilst new and diverse
content strategies and offerings undoubtedly play a significant
part in meeting the challenge, this can only be delivered with
agility and flexibility on the technological systems and
services which underpin the business.

It’s no secret that the success of the Internet-born media
and entertainment powerhouses has been built upon their
adaptability and agility in both their flourishing content and
technology strategies.

Many traditional broadcasters are encumbered by legacy
and bespoke systems, workflows and processes that are the
result of many years of development. Silos are common, with
analogue and digital processes separated. This has a direct
impact on efficiency, and the ability to react rapidly to shifts
in the industry and to bring new business propositions to
market. Without streamlined and integrated back end systems
and process in place, broadcasters can struggle to quickly
deliver the new experiences and services that consumers
expect. Broadcasters old and new need to consider the
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technology that they are using to deliver their content and
offerings from the ground up.

The key to achieving the necessary adaptability and agility
lies in an integrated approach to metadata management. The
metadata domain is not just about the title, description and
rating of a piece of content; it goes far beyond offering
‘discovery’ to viewers. It also enables workflow automation
and smarter operational insights. Each step in the supply
chain creates, acts on, or produces, metadata of some form;
be that technical metadata, descriptive metadata, rights, offer
or schedule data. Therefore, an integrated approach enables
an automated, data-driven supply chain automation that

delivers the agility, speed and scale required in both existing
business streams and bringing new business offerings to
market.

Content owners can optimise the value of every asset in
their media library by focusing on consolidating, organising,
and enhancing the quality of their metadata.

In conjunction with this is the need to quickly deploy and
efficiently scale technology services. Cloud-native
architectures offer the necessary speed, flexibility, scalability
and most importantly the adaptability to underpin and deliver
a modern content supply chain environment. From a purely
financial perspective, when done correctly, cloud-native
architectures will reduce CAPEX investments and through
auto-scaling will vastly improve the OPEX model for a given
service.

Finally, any technology selection must also avoid vendor
lock in. Technology and service suppliers should be evaluated
on their support for open standards and specifications, their
ability to demonstrate openness via modern APIs and SDKs
and their future roadmap direction.

Adapt and change
Broadcasters must adapt and change tactics to best keep
up with their competitors or risk succumbing to the challenges
of the industry. By making investments in the right technology,
companies can deliver their business and content strategies
to reap the rewards of larger audience numbers and more
engaged viewers, who will in turn become natural advocates
for their brand. High-quality viewing experiences and more
sophisticated content, as well as exclusivity, are all key factors
that companies need to prioritise when assessing their
strategies for the future. Being able to confidently react to
market changes and the constant evolution of consumer
expectations should be central to modern broadcasters – both
incumbent and challengers.
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